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Lupine recalled how the Nachts once visited them to tell them off about how the eagle frightened their
kids…
“Could he be one of the kids from the Nacht family?” blurted Lupine as the revelation hit her. “That
would make him Mr. Zachary’s son!”

Charlotte narrowed her eyes suspiciously and kept her eyes on that tiny figure. Let’s see what this boy is
up to…
Charlotte put on her headphones to listen to the boy’s voice.
Robbie had been running, so he panted for breath when he took a break. He took out a bottle of water
from his backpack and quenched his thirst before he continued his journey.

While walking, he instructed, “Fifi, don’t just stay on the tree. Circle around the villa so that I can see if
there is anyone in the other areas.”
Fifi flapped its wings unwillingly before it slowly soared into the air.

“My gosh, you are so lazy. We really can’t keep you in the cage anymore. You’re getting too lazy,”
complained Robbie, who was not satisfied with the parrot’s attitude.

When Charlotte switched the camera view to check the area surrounding the villa, she was surprised to
see a small parrot flying around languidly.
“What is that? A parrot?” asked Lupine as she took a closer look.

“Found it,” announced Morgan as she rushed over to report. “Zachary has three children. They’re
triplets; two boys and a girl. The girl is the youngest child. Their names are Robinson Nacht, Jamison
Nacht, and Elisa Nacht. They also have a pet parrot.”

As Morgan spoke, she took a tablet out and showed Charlotte the kids’ photos in their school records.
There was a little parrot resting on a little girl’s shoulder, looking especially cute.

“They are so adorable,” commented Lupine, who took a liking to the kids.
When Charlotte saw the photos, she couldn’t help trembling a little as a strange sensation rose in her
heart.

The feeling was so peculiar that she couldn’t put it into words.

“At least now we can be certain that this is Zachary’s son,” said Lupine after she compared the photo
against the image on the screen. She then added, “The only question is whether the kid is his eldest son
or his second son. After all, both boys look exactly the same.”

Charlotte kept her eyes on the computer. Suddenly, she noticed that the kid was about to step on a
cobblestone that was covered with moss, so she quickly ordered, “Turn off the trap. Now!”

Lupine deactivated all the traps immediately.

Right then, Robbie stepped onto something and felt that there was something amiss. He lowered his
gaze to take a look before he continued moving forward.

“Deactivate all the traps now,” instructed Charlotte immediately.

“Alright,” replied Lupine as she turned them off one by one. Unfortunately, the child was running very
fast, so she had to work so quickly that her fingers started cramping a little.

It took her some time, but all the traps were finally switched off.

When she turned her gaze to the computer, she saw that the kid had arrived safely outside their villa.

The moment Robbie lifted his hand, Fifi flew toward him and landed on the back of his hand, using its
furry head to rub against Robbie’s face affectionately.

“I know this has been tough for you. Now you can take a rest.”

Robbie got Fifi some water and food before placing it on his shoulder. After that, he started examining
the villa.

He had already seen everything from the camera installed on Fifi, and he was certain that no one was in
there.

Looks like the residents have left. Did they move away? Or did they have to go on an urgent business
trip?

Robbie looked around, but he didn’t find any camera. Naturally, he understood that affluent families
who could afford a place like that would install their security cameras in secluded areas. It won’t be easy
for me to find them.

That didn’t matter to Robbie, though.

Since he was already there, he was hellbent on finding out who the owner of the place was.

Robbie got a device out of his bag. After activating it, the hidden cameras surrounding the villa instantly
glowed red, and their locations were exposed.

At the same time, Charlotte suddenly heard a piercing sound from her headphones. It was so loud that it
almost destroyed everybody’s eardrums…

